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QUESTION 1

A company wants to create a mobile app that allows users to stream slow-motion video clips on their mobile devices
Currently, the app captures video clips and uploads the video clips in raw format into an Amazon S3 bucket The app 

retrieves these video clips directly from the S3 bucket. However the videos are large in their raw format. 

Users are experiencing issues with buffering and playback on mobile devices. The company wants to implement
solutions to maximize the performance and scalability of the app while minimizing operational overhead. 

Which combination of solutions will meet these requirements? (Select TWO.) 

A. Deploy Amazon CloudFront for content delivery and caching 

B. Use AWS DataSync to replicate the video files across AWS Regions in other S3 buckets 

C. Use Amazon Elastic Transcoder to convert the video files to more appropriate formats 

D. Deploy an Auto Scaling group of Amazon EC2 instances in Local Zones for content delivery and caching 

E. Deploy an Auto Scaling group of Amazon EC2 instances to convert the video files to more appropriate formats 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is migrating applications to AWS. The applications are deployed in different accounts. The company
manages the accounts centrally by using AWS Organizations. The company\\'s security team needs a single sign-on
(SSO) 

solution across all the company\\'s accounts. The company must continue managing the users and groups in its on-
premises self-managed Microsoft Active Directory. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Enable AWS Single Sign-On (AWS SSO) from the AWS SSO console. Create a one-way forest trust or a one-way
domain trust to connect the company\\'s self-managed Microsoft Active Directory with AWS SSO by using AWS
Directory Service for Microsoft Active Directory. 

B. Enable AWS Single Sign-On (AWS SSO) from the AWS SSO console. Create a two-way forest trust to connect the
company\\'s self-managed Microsoft Active Directory with AWS SSO by using AWS Directory Service for Microsoft
Active Directory. 

C. Use AWS Directory Service. Create a two-way trust relationship with the company\\'s self-managed Microsoft Active
Directory. 

D. Deploy an identity provider (IdP) on premises. Enable AWS Single Sign-On (AWS SSO) from the AWS SSO
console. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

A company is reviewing a recent migration of a three-tier application to a VPC. The security team discovers that the
principle of least privilege is not being applied to Amazon EC2 security group ingress and egress rules between the
application tiers. 

What should a solutions architect do to correct this issue? 

A. Create security group rules using the instance ID as the source or destination. 

B. Create security group rules using the security group ID as the source or destination. 

C. Create security group rules using the VPC CIDR blocks as the source or destination. 

D. Create security group rules using the subnet CIDR blocks as the source or destination. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/security-group-rules.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A reporting team receives files each day in an Amazon S3 bucket. The reporting team manually reviews and copies the
files from this initial S3 bucket to an analysis S3 bucket each day at the same time to use with Amazon QuickSight.
Additional teams are starting to send more files in larger sizes to the initial S3 bucket. 

The reporting team wants to move the files automatically analysis S3 bucket as the files enter the initial S3 bucket. The
reporting team also wants to use AWS Lambda functions to run pattern-matching code on the copied data. In addition,
the reporting team wants to send the data files to a pipeline in Amazon SageMaker Pipelines. What should a solutions
architect do to meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead? 

A. Create a Lambda function to copy the files to the analysis S3 bucket. Create an S3 event notification for the analysis
S3 bucket. Configure Lambda and SageMaker Pipelines as destinations of the event notification. Configure
s30bjectCreated:Put as the event type. 

B. Create a Lambda function to copy the files to the analysis S3 bucket. Configure the analysis S3 bucket to send event
notifications to Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events). Configure an ObjectCreated rule in EventBridge
(CloudWatch Events). Configure Lambda and SageMaker Pipelines as targets for the rule. 

C. Configure S3 replication between the S3 buckets. Create an S3 event notification for the analysis S3 bucket.
Configure Lambda and SageMaker Pipelines as destinations of the event notification. Configure s30bjectCreated:Put as
the event type. 

D. Configure S3 replication between the S3 buckets. Configure the analysis S3 bucket to send event notifications to
Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events). Configure an ObjectCreated rule in EventBridge (CloudWatch
Events). Configure Lambda and SageMaker Pipelines as targets for the rule. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5
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A company performs monthly maintenance on its AWS infrastructure. During these maintenance activities, the company
needs to rotate the credentials tor its Amazon ROS tor MySQL databases across multiple AWS Regions 

Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead? 

A. Store the credentials as secrets in AWS Secrets Manager. Use multi-Region secret replication for the required
Regions Configure Secrets Manager to rotate the secrets on a schedule 

B. Store the credentials as secrets in AWS Systems Manager by creating a secure string parameter Use multi-Region
secret replication for the required Regions Configure Systems Manager to rotate the secrets on a schedule 

C. Store the credentials in an Amazon S3 bucket that has server-side encryption (SSE) enabled Use Amazon
EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) to invoke an AWS Lambda function to rotate the credentials 

D. Encrypt the credentials as secrets by using AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) multi-Region customer
managed keys Store the secrets in an Amazon DynamoDB global table Use an AWS Lambda function to retrieve the
secrets from DynamoDB Use the RDS API to rotate the secrets. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/how-to-replicate-secrets-aws-secrets-manager-multiple-regions/ 
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